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Abstract

Web applications are fast becoming more widespread, larger, more interactive, and more
essential to the international use of computers. It is well understood that web applications
must be highly dependable, and as a field we are just now beginning to understand how to
model and test Web applications. One straightforward technique is to model Web applications
as finite state machines. However, large numbers of input fields, input choices and the ability
to enter values in any order combine to create a state space explosion problem. This paper
evaluates a solution that uses constraints on the inputs to reduce the number of transitions,
thus compressing the FSM. The paper presents an analysis of the potential savings of the
compression technique and reports actual savings from two case studies.
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1 Introduction

In this paper, a Web site is considered to be a collection of HTML pages that are linked together.
A static Web page is an HTML file with a specific web address (URL) on a server that is sent
to a client upon request. A dynamic web page is an HTML file that is created on demand by a
program on a server and sent to a client. A Web application is a program that is deployed across
the web, using HTML to create the user interface. UI screens in Web applications are often created
automatically and most software components are stored and executed on servers.

Web applications represent one of the fastest growing segments of the software market. Web
applications provide a new method to deploy software applications. Most software in Web ap-
plications runs on servers, the users run the user interface on clients, and users send data and get
responses through the Internet. Web applications are built with a number of new languages, tech-
nologies, and programming models, and are used to implement highly interactive applications that
have very high quality requirements [36]. Modern Web applications are sophisticated, interactive
programs with complex GUIs and numerous back-end software components that are integrated in
novel and interesting ways. Analyzing, modeling and testing these applications presents a number
of new challenges to software developers and researchers.

Web applications are more complicated than simple HTML web pages, and consist of far more
than just the front-end graphical user interfaces that users see. HTML is used to build GUIs
as front-ends to sophisticated back-end software applications. Nielsen [33] claimed that in 1995,
web applications were almost 100% interfaces (HTML). This percentage declined to almost 90%
interfaces in 1998 and by 2000 only about 50% of web applications were in the user interface. The
back-end software has been growing in size and complexity in relation to the user interfaces, and
is continuing to do so.

One technological challenge is that web software applications are inherently heterogeneous in
nature. Software components run on diverse hardware and software platforms, are written in
diverse languages, are based on diverse programming models, and combine new components, old
components, and third party Components-Off-The-Shelf (COTS). A single web application can be
built with components written in many different languages, including procedural, OO, interpreted,
and hybrid languages like JSP. Software on the user’s computer includes browsers, embedded
scripting languages, and applets; software on the servers includes HTML, CGI, Java Server Pages
(JSPs), Java Servlets, .NET technologies, and databases. They all interact with various software
components, middleware, and database servers. These other components may be on the server, the
client, or other computers “behind” the server. This heterogeneity introduces complexities in the
integration that are difficult to model and evaluate.

The approach we evaluate here uses finite state machines to abstractly model the behavior of
web applications. The model handles the heterogeneity of web applications by being independent of
the implementation. Several methods for deriving black box tests from FSMs have been proposed
[5, 14, 38]. One of the hardest parts of completely modeling web applications with FSMs is the
numerous choices offered by web pages. Text fields have many allowable inputs, selection elements
can have dozens, if not hundreds, of choices, and data can usually be entered in any order. All
of these factors increase the potential number of states and transitions, leading to a state space
explosion problem. Therefore, a finite state machine can become prohibitively large, even for a
single page. An FSM-based testing method can only be used if techniques are found to generate
FSMs that are descriptive enough to yield effective tests yet small enough to be practically useful.
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A previous paper [3] presented the FSMWeb model, which models web applications as hierarchi-
cal collections of aggregate FSMs in which transitions are “compressed” by defining all application
inputs in a special purpose input constraint language. Bottom level FSMs are derived from indi-
vidual web pages and parts of web pages called logical web pages. The top level FSM represents
the full web application. Application level black box tests are formed by combining test sequences
from lower-level FSMs.

The FSMWeb model relies on using the input constraint language to compress application
inputs, and is only useful if the language can successfully avoid state space explosion. The previous
paper [3] presented the model, but did not evaluate potential and actual savings. We analytically
evaluate the savings obtained in terms of the relative size of the model. Then we empirically
evaluate the savings in a case study of two web applications.

Section 2 describes research related to web application testing and testing based on FSMs.
Section 3 gives a brief summary of the FSMWeb method. Section 4 gives an analysis of the savings
gained by using FSMWeb’s compressed FSMs. Section 5 presents two case studies detailing how
the savings manifest themselves in two typical web applications and Section 6 offers conclusions.

2 Background

Test generation from Finite State Machines (FSM) has a long and rich history, dating back to the
1970s [5, 20, 21, 42]. The primary focus of these seminal papers was on using FSMs to generate
tests for telecommunication systems that are described in standard finite automata, although much
of the work pertained to general graphs. Huang [21] suggested covering each edge (“branch”) in the
FSM, and Howden [20] suggested covering complete trips through the FSM, but without looping.
Pimont and Rault [42] suggested covering pairs of edges. They called this technique “switch-
testing;” others have called it “switch cover.” Chow [5] suggested generating a spanning tree from
the FSM and then basing test sequences on paths through this tree. Since both a specification
FSM and a design FSM are assumed, certain types of design faults can be detected. Chow also
generalized the idea of a switch to “n-switch,” which are sequences of n edges. Fujiwara et al. [14]
referred to Chow’s approach with the term “W-method,” and developed the “partial” W-method
(the “Wp-method”). They also attributed the idea of switches to Chow’s paper instead of Pimont
and Rault’s.

Other test generation methods based on FSMs include tour [32], the distinguished sequence
method [17], and unique input-output method [46]. Their primary objective is to detect output
errors based on state transitions driven by inputs. FSM-based test generation has been used to test
a variety of applications including lexical analyzers, real-time process control software, protocols,
data processing, and telephony.

This body of work provides a plethora of coverage criteria that tell us “what” to do with FSMs.
Much of the current active research is involved with deciding “how” to generate the FSMs.

Some of the more theoretical work from the formal specification community has involved cre-
ating FSMs from formal specifications. Dick and Faivre [11] generated FSMs by analyzing formal
specifications of software expressed in VDM. Derrick and Boiten [9] did the same, but used the
formal specification language Z. Luo, Bochmann and Petrenko [30] applied Fujiwara’s method to
communicating concurrently executing FSMs.

FSMs have also been used to test object oriented programs [15, 24] and designs [37, 50]. Kung
et al. [15, 24] extract FSMs from the source using symbolic execution, while Turner and Robson
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[50] derive FSMs from the design of classes. Offutt and Abdurazik [37] derive tests from UML state
charts [35], a form of FSMs. Offutt et al. [38, 40] developed an FSM model of formal specifications
of software. They then defined several testing criteria on the transitions by adapting control flow-
based test criteria such as modified condition/decision coverage (MCDC).

Several methods to model web applications have been developed that are not used for testing
[6, 7, 16, 22, 27, 31]. These methods primarily model the design of web sites and applications.
Some of these models are used as a basis for testing methods, as presented below.

Isakowitz et al. [22] proposed the Relationship Management Methodology (RMM) for designing
and developing static web sites (not web applications). Using RMM, a web site is modeled as
an Entity-Relationship diagram, with the navigation of the site specified by the relationships.
Coda et al. [6] proposed the web Object-Oriented Model (WOOM). WOOM composes a high-level
design of a web site from predefined primitive elements. Gellersen and Gaedke further proposed the
WebComposition approach to developing a web site [16]. It is similar to WOOM with the exception
that the design is not built from predefined primitives, but instead from user defined primitives
to achieve the desired level of granularity in the design. The authors argue that being forced to
compose a design from a set of predefined primitives unnecessarily restricts design flexibility.

Methods for modeling the design of web applications that use existing standards have also been
proposed. Conallen extended the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [35] to model the architecture
of a web application [7]. The principle behind these extensions is to model each web page of a
web site as a class in a UML class diagram. Each class is then separated into a client page and
a server page, each of which captures the respective, and potentially different, behaviors of the
page. Manola calls for the creation of an XML-based “Web Object Model” [31], using ideas from
the OMG’s Object Management Architecture [34], an architectural framework for object oriented
distributed systems. Li et al. [27] combined and extended the above two research projects [7, 31]
to create a modeling method for expressing the design of a web application using the UML. The
design models the business logic, navigation and implementation views.

Using FSM-based models to capture and test the behavior of software is an area of active inves-
tigation. Kung et al. propose that all inclusive test cases for web applications can be automatically
generated from an Object-Oriented Web Test Model (WTM) of a web application that uses FSMs
to model functional aspects [25, 26, 29, 28].

Researchers have developed several non-FSM methods for testing web applications. Ricca and
Tonella [45] suggest a UML meta model of a web application, which can be instantiated in terms of
a web site graph, which contains navigation and interaction information at the architectural scope
of the application under test. This was one of the first web testing papers, is black-box in nature,
and has not been validated for scalability. The paper also does not clarify differences between
static web sites (pure HTML) and dynamic web applications (programs). Di Lucca et al. [10]
have defined a combined black box unit and integration testing strategy for web applications using
decision tables [4]. This is also a black-box technique that has not been validated. Xu et al. [53]
suggest a theoretical approach by which program slicing can be used to aid in the regression testing
of web applications. This white-box strategy would be difficult to scale to large web applications.
Kung [23] presents an agent-based framework that uses simple AI methodologies to automatically
generate test cases for web applications. This black-box approach has also not been implemented
or validated. Wu and Offutt [51, 52] propose an atomic section web application modeling technique
based on regular expressions from which tests can be derived for dynamic web applications. This
white-box approach can scale to large web applications, models aspects of web applications that
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other approaches do not, and has been had preliminary validation. The difference between atomic
section modeling and the FSM approach in the current paper is that atomic sections model only
the structure of the web application, whereas the FSM approach models behavior.

Other papers look at automatic generation of test data for web applications from a black-box
point of view. User session data [12, 13, 47, 48, 49] is derived from data that previous users
have submitted to the server software, as captured in the server logs. This black-box technique
is a convenient way to get initial values, however, it does not necessarily help find the unusual
but problematic portions of the software. Offutt et al. [39, 41] present a black-box approach for
discovering faults and testing the security of web applications using bypass testing. This approach
is scalable and has been well validated on actual software. Being black-box in nature, it only
evaluates web applications from the external view, and does not get at the deep issues within
the implementation. Both of these test data generation techniques could be used with the FSM
approach to generate the initial external values.

Most of these approaches are black-box in nature and have not been tried on real software.
The FSM web testing approach creates a state-based behavioral model that can help test web
applications at a deeper level than previous approaches, allowing testers to find more and more
subtle software faults. A key limitation of many finite state machine approaches is state explosion,
which imposes limits on scalability. This is the main issue addressed in this paper.

3 FSMWeb

A previous paper [3], introduced the FSMWeb method to functionally test web applications. Phase
1 of FSMWeb builds a model of the web application under test in four steps. (1) The web application
is partitioned into clusters, (2) logical web pages are defined, (3) FSMs are built for each cluster,
and (4) an Application FSM is built to represent the entire web application. Phase 2 generates
tests from the model defined in Phase 1. This section provides a summary of the method from the
previous paper.

The general term cluster is used to refer to collections of software modules and web pages that
implement a logical, user level, function. The first step partitions the web application into clusters.
At the highest level of abstraction, clusters should be abstractions that implement functions that
can be identified by users. At a lower level of abstraction, clusters should be a collection of cohesive
software modules and web pages that work together to implement a portion of a user level function.
At the lowest level, clusters may be individual web pages associated with software modules that
represent single major functions.

Many web pages contain more than one HTML form, each of which can be connected to a
different back-end software module. To facilitate testing of these modules, web pages are modeled
as multiple Logical Web Pages (LWP). A LWP is either a physical web page or the portion of a web
page that accepts data from the user through an HTML form and then sends the data to a specific
software module. Logical web pages are completely abstracted from the presentation defined by
the HTML, and described in terms of their sets of inputs and actions. All inputs in a LWP are
considered atomic in nature, meaning that data entered into a text field is considered to be only
one user input symbol, regardless of how many characters are entered into the field. In addition,
there may be rules on the inputs; for example, some inputs may be required and others may be
optional, users may be allowed to enter inputs in any order, or a specific order may be required.
Table 1 shows input constraints of both types, while Table 2 shows how typical input types found
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in web applications would be represented as constraints on edges in an FSMWeb model.
Unlike other FSM-based methods, for example, the W-method, FSMWeb does not require a

transition to be defined for every element in the input alphabet at every node. This is one of the
reasons for improved scalability.

Table 1: Constraints on Inputs.
Input Choice Order

Required (R) Sequence (S)
Required Value (R(parm)) Any (A)
Optional (O)
Single Choice (C1)
Multiple Choice (Cn)

Table 2: FSMWeb Constraint of Typical Input Types.
Input Type FSMWeb Constraint

Text Field R (input name)
Text Area Field

Optional Text Field O (input name)
Optional Text Area Field
Optional Checkbox

Radio Box C1 (option 1, ..., option n)
Drop Down Box
(with n options)

Optional Radio Box O (C1 (option 1, ..., option n)
(with n options)

Set of Checkboxes O (Cn (option 1, ..., option n))
Multi-Select Box A (option 1, ..., option n)
(with n options
requiring 0 to n selections)

After a web application has been partitioned into clusters, the next step is to derive an FSM for
each cluster. First, FSMs are generated from the bottom-level clusters that only contain software
modules and web pages (that is, no clusters). The lowest level FSMs show navigation between
LWPs and specify input constraints on each edge (the syntax is specified in the previous paper [3]).
Next, aggregate FSMs are constructed for high-level clusters. An aggregate FSM represents each
FSM from a lower level cluster by a single node. Ultimately, a top level Aggregate Finite State
Machine (AFSM) is formed that defines a finite state model of the entire application.

Aggregate FSMs (AFSMs) combine FSMs from lower levels of abstractions. Each node in an
Aggregate FSM represents a lower level FSM, and transitions represent information that propagates
between lower level FSMs.
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Two types of information can be propagated, continue-use input values and single-use inputs.
Continue-use input values have been selected and must continue to be used in the successor FSM.
For example, ID information from an initial login page may be needed throughout the application.
Single-use inputs may have been selected, but the same values cannot be selected again. Single-use
inputs represent selection without replacement.

Test sequences are generated during phase 2 of the FSMWeb method. A test sequence is a
sequence of transitions through the application FSM and through each lower level FSM. FSMWeb’s
test generation method is based on the concept of a path through an application’s FSMWeb model.

An example of a user supplied test criteria is transition coverage, which requires that aggregate
paths from the start of the application to a termination of the application are formed such that
every path generated for a lower level FSM is selected at least once on some path [3]. This process
concludes with a set of aggregate paths. The final step of test generation is the selection of inputs
to replace the input constraints on the transitions of the aggregate paths.

Input selection uses a technique [43, 44] that builds two databases: a synthetic database, which
consists of values that are consumed during testing, and an application database, which contains
values previously inserted by the application being tested. Values are saved into the application
database during execution and saved into the synthetic database during testing.

Test sequences are generated by choosing values from either the synthetic or application database
as needed. For example, suppose that the application contains a form that accepts a student num-
ber and a student name, and updates the student’s name in a back-end database. To test the
update, the student number must be chosen from the application database (it must already exist
in the database). The new student name can be taken from the synthetic database (it doesn’t have
to already exist in the application database). Details of the database creation and input selection
can be found elsewhere [43].

A small web-based application was created to illustrate the FSMWeb technique. This applica-
tion is the Course Student Information System (CSIS) and it helps manage data associated with
a college class by offering views for the professor (PS), teaching assistant (TS) and the students
(SS). Figure 1(a) illustrates the top-level aggregate FSM for CSIS. The services of CSIS are par-
titioned along the different views provided for each type of user with globally available login and
logout pages as W0 and off, respectively.

Figure 1: (a) Top-Level Aggregate FSM for CSIS and (b) its Transition Cover Set.

W

SS

off

PS TS

0
R (pwd in TPWD, submit)
S (pwd, submit)
continue-use (pwd)

R (pwd in SPWD, submit)
S (pwd, submit)

continue-use (pwd)

R (pwd in PPWD, submit)
S (pwd, submit)
continue-use (pwd)

R (logout) R (logout)

R (logout)

Transition Cover P =
W0 ; SS ; off
W0 ; PS ; off
W

0 
; TS ; off

The remaining aspects of CSIS are modeled through lower level FSMs that specify details of
the underlying web application at each layer. The FSMs and aggregate FSMs are used to generate
tests. The first step in the test generation process is to generate paths for each FSM-based on some
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coverage criteria. Figure 1(b) shows the transition cover set for CSIS’s top-level FSM. Partial
aggregate test sequences are then created by attaching each test sequence in an FSM to each test
sequence in every directly connected FSM.

Full aggregate test sequences are created by combining partial aggregate test sequences in such
a way that the sequence is a path from the start state of the application’s top-level AFSM to the
end state of the application’s top-level AFSM. As with traditional FSMS, a variety of path testing
criteria and their associated path generation algorithms can be used (cf. Section 4.4).

4 Reduction Analysis

The FSMWeb approach is a promising way to generate tests, and the previous paper demonstrated
that it can be used to create effective tests. But the key to modeling web applications as FSMs is
to be able to generate FSMs that are both useful and reasonable in size (that is, that do not suffer
from state space explosion). The input constraints “compress” the FSMs to be much smaller, but
the previous paper did not measure the amount of compression or evaluate how effective they are
at avoiding the state space explosion problem.

The state space explosion problem primarily comes from three factors. Text fields can have
many inputs, some form elements can accept a large number of options, and users can often enter
data in many different orders. The input constraint language addresses each of these three factors.

The FSM edges are annotated with input constraints to reduce the complexity of the FSM and
at least partially overcome the state explosion problem. The magnitude of the improvement is
analyzed qualitatively for several cases in subsections 4.1 through 4.5.

This paper considers a finite state machine A to be as usual; a finite set of states, input symbols
and transitions. Final states are allowed to have outgoing edges. We call an FSM complete if every
state has an outgoing transition for every input [19]. Note that FSMWeb does not require its FSM
to be complete: annotations on arcs with constraint language expressions are usually unique to one
or a few transitions and requiring a complete FSM would lead to large numbers of invalid (and
useless) transitions.

The focus of the reduction analysis in this section is on the number of states. The cost of
testing is, of course, of ultimate value to the user, and the number of states saved is at best a crude
measure of the amount of testing effort saved. But it is hard to analytically measure the “size” of
the test suite. The number of tests depends on how “big” each test is, which could be measured in
a variety of ways, including how many input values are in each test and how many transitions are
taken by each test. Thus, this section analyzes the number of states and transitions saved by the
FSM compression. Section 5 gives empirical data on the number of tests saved.

4.1 Evaluation of Efficiency Improvement using Input Constraints

Logical web pages are described with sets of related inputs and actions. Table 1 (in Section 3) lists
the seven kinds of input constraints from our previous paper [3]. This constraint language is used
to annotate edges in the FSM, allowing the choice of inputs and their order to be reduced to an
O(1) operation. Note that all reductions preserve all the original inputs, but in a different format.

The following subsections analyze each type of constraint, considering the complexity of choosing
inputs both with and without the constraints. Each case assumes the given logical page has exactly
n inputs, i1, i2, ..., in.
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4.1.1 All Inputs are Required in a Particular Sequence

When all inputs are required in a particular sequence, the input constraint is Required, R (i1, i2, ..., in),
and Sequence, S (i1, i2, ..., in). The appropriate edge is annotated with this constraint, thus pro-
cessing the transition becomes an O(1) operation. Figure 2a shows the FSM that enforces this
constraint without the use of edge annotations, and figure 2b shows a reduced FSM where the se-
quence of states in figure 2a has been replaced with just two states. The inputs to the intermediate
states in figure 2a are all folded into the R and S expressions with the Sequence expression ensuring
that the inputs are submitted in the same sequence in the reduced FSM. The FSM requires n + 1
states (O(n)) to model this constraint; adding constraints results in an O(n) to O(1) saving in the
number of states for this form.

Figure 2: FSM for All Required Inputs in a Particular Sequence.

(a) without FSMWeb constraints (b) with FSMWeb constraints

S2S0 S1 Sn
i1 i2 in

R (i1, i2, …, in)
S (i1, i2, …, in)

S0 S0S1

4.1.2 All Inputs are Required in No Particular Sequence

When all inputs are required in no particular sequence, the input constraint is Required, R
(i1, i2, ..., in), and Any, A (i1, i2, ..., in). The appropriate edge is annotated with this constraint,
thus processing the edge becomes an O(1) operation. Figure 3 shows an FSM that enforces this
constraint (for n = 3) without the use of edge annotations. The FSM requires 16 states for n = 3.
In general, the FSM requires

∑n
k=1

∏n
i=k i + 1 states, so the constraint results in an O(nn) to O(1)

saving in the number of states for this form.

4.1.3 All Inputs are Optional but in a Particular Sequence when Present

When all inputs are optional but must appear in a particular sequence if present, the input
constraint is Optional, O (i1, i2, ..., in), and Sequence, S (i1, i2, ..., in). The appropriate edge is
annotated with this constraint, thus processing the transition becomes an O(1) operation. Figure
4 shows an FSM that enforces this constraint (for n = 3) without edge annotations. The FSM
requires 8 states for n = 3. In general, the FSM requires 2n states, so the constraint results in an
O(2n) to O(1) saving in the number of states for this form.

4.1.4 All Inputs are Optional and in No Particular Sequence when Present

When all inputs are optional and in no particular sequence, the input constraint is Optional,
O (i1, i2, ..., in), and Any, A (i1, i2, ..., in). The appropriate edge is annotated with this constraint,
so processing the transition becomes an O(1) operation. Figure 5 shows an FSM that enforces this
constraint (for n = 3) without the use of edge annotations. This FSM is similar to the FSM shown
in Figure 3, apart from the set of final states. The FSM requires 16 states for n = 3. In general,
the FSM requires

∑n
k=1

∏n
i=k i + 1 states, so the constraint results in an O(nn) to O(1) saving in

the number of states for this form.
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Figure 3: FSM for All Required Inputs (n=3) in No Particular Sequence.

S0

S1

S4S2

S0S3

i1

i2

i3

i2 i3

i3

S0S5

i2

S6

S9S7

S0S8

i1 i3

i3

S0S10

i1

S11

S14S12

S0S13

i1 i2

i2

S0S15

i1

R (i1, i2, i3)
A (i1, i2, i3)

S0S0 S0Sn

(a) without FSMWeb constraints

(b) with FSMWeb constraints

Figure 4: FSM for All Inputs Optional (n=3) but in a Particular Sequence when Present.
O (i1, i2, i3)
S (i1, i2, i3)

(a) without FSMWeb constraints

(b) with FSMWeb constraints

S0S0 S0S1

i1

i2

i3

i2 i3 i3

i3

S0S1

S0S0

S0S5 S0S7

S0S6

S0S3

S0S2 S0S4

4.1.5 Choice of a Single Input from All Possibilities

When there is a choice of a single input from all possible inputs, the input constraint is Single
Choice, C1(i1, i2, ..., in). Since only one input can be chosen, there are no order considerations. The
appropriate edge is annotated with this constraint, thus processing the transition becomes an O(1)
operation. Figure 6 shows an FSM that enforces this constraint without using edge annotations.
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Figure 5: FSM for All Inputs Optional (n=3) and in No Particular Sequence when Present.

i1

i2

i3

i2 i3

i3 i2

i1 i3

i3 i1

i1 i2

i2 i1

O (i1, i2, i3)
A (i1, i2, i3)

(a) without FSMWeb constraints

(b) with FSMWeb constraints

S0S0

S0S1 S0S6 S0S11

S0S14S0S12S0S2 S0S4 S0S7 S0S9

S0S3 S0S5 S0S8 S0S10 S0S13 S0S15

S0S0 S0S1

Figure 6: FSM for Choice of a Single Input from All Possibilities.
C1 (i1, i2, …, in)

S0

(a) without FSMWeb constraints

(b) with FSMWeb constraints

S0S1S0

i1 i2 in

S0S1 S0S2 inS0Sn

The FSM requires n+1 states (O(n)) to model this constraint, so the constraint results in an O(n)
to O(1) saving in the number of states for this form. This analysis also holds for the optional choice
of a single input from all possibilities, the only difference being that the initial state of Figure 6
would also be a final state.

4.1.6 Choice of Multiple Inputs from All Possibilities and in a Particular Sequence

When there is a choice of multiple inputs in a particular sequence from all possible inputs, the
input constraint is Multiple Choice, Cn(i1, i2, ..., in), and Sequence, S (i1, i2, ..., in). The appropriate
edge is annotated with this constraint, thus processing the transition become an O(1) operation.
Figure 7 shows the FSM for a choice of 2 inputs from a possible 3. This FSM has six states. Figure
8 shows the FSM for a choice of 2 inputs from a possible 4. This FSM has 10 states. The general
case requires 1+

∑n
i=m

( i
m−1

)
states. So the constraint results in an O(n ∗m) to O(1) saving in the

number of states for this form. This analysis also holds for the optional choice of multiple inputs
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from all possibilities and in a particular sequence, the only difference being that the initial states
of Figure 7 and 8 would also be a final state.

Figure 7: FSM for Choice of m=2 Inputs from a Possible n=3.
C2 (i1, i2, i3)
S (i1, i2, i3)

S0 S0S1

(a) without FSMWeb constraints

(b) with FSMWeb constraints

S0

S1 S4

i1 i2

i2 i3 i3

S0S5S0S2 S0S3

Figure 8: FSM for Choice of m=2 Inputs from a Possible n=4.
C3 (i1, i2, i3, i4)
S (i1, i2, i3, i4)

S0

(a) without FSMWeb constraints

(b) with FSMWeb constraints

S0S1S0

S1 S8

i1

i2 i3 i4 i4

i2

S5

i3

i3 i4

S0S2 S0S3 S0S4 S0S6 S0S7 S0S9

4.1.7 Choice of Multiple Inputs from All Possibilities but in No Particular Sequence

When there is a choice of multiple inputs in no particular sequence from all possible inputs, the input
constraint is Multiple Choice, Cm(i1, i2, ..., im), and Sequence, A (i1, i2, ..., in). The appropriate
edge is annotated with this constraint, thus processing the transition becomes an O(1) operation.
Figure 9 shows the FSM for a choice of 2 inputs from a possible 3 in no particular order. This
FSM has ten states. In general, the FSM requires

∑n
k=n−m+1

∏n
i=k i + 1 states, so the constraint

results in an O(nn) to O(1) saving in the number of states for this form. This analysis also holds
for the optional choice of multiple inputs from all possibilities but in no particular order, the only
difference being that the initial state of Figure 9 would also be a final state.
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Figure 9: FSM for Choice of m=2 Inputs from a Possible n=3 in No Particular Order.
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4.1.8 Summary

As the seven cases discussed above indicate, the use of input constraints to annotate the edges in
an FSM considerably reduces the number of states in the FSM and hence helps ameliorate the state
space explosion problem faced in simple FSMs. The precise savings, of course, depends on which
constraints are used.

4.2 Savings Gained from Incomplete Automata Specification

Many FSM-based test generation approaches such as switch cover [42] and its derivatives [14]
require that every state has an outgoing transition for every symbol in the input alphabet. This
paper calls FSMs that satisfy this property complete, or completely specified. Multiple inputs may
lead to the same target state, thus this requirement unnecessarily complicates FSMs that model
web applications. Most web pages only work with a small subset of inputs, and these subsets often
show little overlap. The same is true for the input constraints defined in an FSMWeb model. Often,
an automaton must handle inputs that are not valid for a particular state, usually by including a
transition to an “error state.” Given that most web pages have some invalid inputs, this would
result in n additional transitions (n is the number of nodes) to a new error state. The problem is
that the input alphabet of a web application typically consists of many specific instantiations of
HTML elements, such as links, text fields and drop down boxes, that are associated with a single
isolated location within a web application. This leads to the situation where it is impossible to use
a majority of the FSM’s input symbols from any given location within a web application, making
the model unnecessarily large.

Most of these “error transitions” actually represent invalid inputs. Invalid inputs should cer-
tainly be used to test web applications, but we explicitly do not want to model invalid transitions
as part of the normal operation, and we explicitly want to separate generation of invalid inputs for
testing. That is not in the current scope of this research.

These “error transitions” also complicate test sequence generation because paths with these
transitions may not be executable (for example, one cannot try to push a button that does not
exist) and these transitions need to be removed from the paths. So, using a FSM modeling technique
that does not depend on every state having an explicit transition for every input symbol can be
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expected to reduce the size of an FSM by a factor of O(Σ), where Σ is the size of the input alphabet.
A web application of n LWPs and t transitions modeled in a complete FSM would require n + 1
states and t + n transitions, while the same web application modeled using FSMWeb’s compressed
FSMs would only require the base n states and t transitions.

4.3 Savings Gained by Compressing Transitions

As shown in Section 4.1, FSMWeb’s compressed transitions result in just one transition for each
form in a web application, while traditional FSM modeling techniques often require many more
transitions. Each input type in Table 2 can be analyzed as one, or a combination of several, of
the cases considered in Section 4.1. These mappings are shown in Table 4.3 (details of the CSIS
example are in the previous paper [3]).

Table 3: Input Type Mappings to Section 4.1 Cases.
Input Type Type Abbreviation Section 4 Case

Text Field tf Case 2
Text Area Field taf n = 1
Required Checkbox rch

Optional Text Field otf Case 4
Optional Text Area Field otaf n = 1
Checkbox ch

Radio Box r Case 5
Drop Down Box dd n = the number of options
Single-Select Box sb
Optional Radio Box or
Optional Single-Select Box osb
(with n options)

Set of Checkboxes sch Case 7
Multi-Select Box mb n = number of options
(with n options m ∈ [1, n]
requiring 0 to n selections)

Although the savings of just compressing the individual input types may be substantial, the
most dramatic savings occur when all the inputs belonging to a single form are compressed into
a single transition. According to Case 2 of Section 4.1, a simple form that contains two required
text fields that can be given values in any order requires 5 states, versus 2 states using FSMWeb.
The savings are larger when aggregate input types such as drop down boxes are added. A form
with one text field and one required drop down box, with two entries, would require 8 states, as
shown in Figure 10. Adding another text field would increase the FSM to 27 states. It is clear that
adding more inputs, especially aggregate input types with potentially large numbers of options,
will cause state space explosion, even on relatively simple forms. This emphasizes the savings of
using FSMWeb in real applications.
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Figure 10: Traditional FSM Modeling of a Form with One Text Box and One Drop Down Box,
With Two Choices.

4.4 Savings Gained by Clustering

As said in Section 3, FSMWeb also partitions web applications into clusters. Recall that a cluster is
a collection of software modules and web pages that implement a logical, user level, function. The
savings gained by using FSMWeb’s clustering technique is not as straightforward as those described
in Sections 4.1-4.3, and is thus more complicated to analyze.

The savings gained by clustering occur during the path generation phase. The total cost of
generating paths through the model of a web application is the cost of generating paths through each
constituent FSM plus the overhead cost of aggregating the paths through consecutive individual
FSMs into aggregate paths. There is not much doubt that it will be cheaper to generate aggregate
paths for a large web application when it is modeled as a set of smaller clusters than it would be to
generate the same paths through one large FSM model of the same application. How much is saved
will depend on the size and number of FSMs in the model, as well as what path aggregation method
is used to generate aggregate paths. Indeed, if there are too many clusters the aggregation cost
involved to generate aggregate paths through the model may actually be higher than generating all
paths through a single FSM model of the web application. However, from a software engineering
point of view, one should not try to generate an optimal set of clusters that may lead to the least
effort for path generation and/or aggregation. Rather, the decomposition of a web application
should reflect the underlying conceptual software architecture design. Cluster decomposition must
be a software engineering decision based on many different factors, such as the cohesion and coupling
found between components of the web application, the static navigation structure a user uses to
navigate in and out of the web application’s distinct user functionality and/or domain knowledge
underlying the design of the web application.

The next consideration how many tests are generated, that is, how many and which test se-
quences from lower level FSMs should be combined to form the test sequences for the aggregate
FSMs. The costliest is to require all combinations of paths in lower level FSMs to be used in the
aggregate paths. If an aggregate FSM test sequence has n nodes, and each node fi represents an
FSM that has Mi test sequences, then there can be up to M1 ×M2 × · · · ×Mn aggregate test
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sequences, or O(Mn), where M is the average number of FSM test sequences in a lower level FSM.
This quickly becomes practically infeasible.

An effective method for choosing among finite collections of inputs is combination strategies.
as surveyed by Grindal et al. [18]. The each choice criterion [1, 18] requires that each FSM test
sequence is used in at least one aggregate FSM test sequence. This results in M aggregate FSM
test sequences where M = max(M1,M2, · · · , Mn). The base choice criterion [1, 18] requires that
the tester identify a key “base choice” from each collection of FSM test sequences. Then a base
aggregate test sequence is formed by combining all the base choice FSM test sequences. Subsequent
aggregate test sequences are formed by holding all but one base choice test sequence constant
and substituting all other test sequences for the non-constant test sequences. This results in
M1 +M2 + · · ·+Mn−n+1 aggregate test sequences, or O(M ×n), where M is the average number
of FSM test sequences. The base choice could be the most commonly used sequence of actions, the
shortest, or the longest. The base choice can be selected by the tester or automatically by a tool.

Whether to use the each choice or base choice criterion can be decided based on the tester’s
assessment of the cost and benefit tradeoff. Base choices are chosen by the tester according to
experience and domain knowledge, or randomly if the tester decides it does not matter. Once base
choices are identified, aggregate test sequences are generated automatically.

4.5 Savings Gained by Selecting Inputs from a Database

The aggregate paths through the FSMWeb graph include transitions that are annotated with
input constraints. The input constraints must be resolved into actual values to produce executable
test sequences. The FSMWeb approach uses two databases to generate test values, as reported
previously [43, 44] and summarized in Section 3. This is done through the tool AutoDBT.

A transition with N input variables requires at most N database lookups. If the inputs are
related and stored in the same record, only one lookup is needed. Without AutoDBT, the cost of
resolving each input constraint for an entire aggregate path would be O(c × Σnt

t=1(ti)), where c is
a constant query execution time, nt is the number of transitions in the aggregate path and ti is
the number of inputs in the constraint on transition i of the aggregate path. AutoDBT explicitly
models relationships between inputs, if they exist. Thus, values for all related input variables on a
single transition can be retrieved in a single database lookup. This reduces the need to individually
find values for unrelated inputs. An example of related inputs would be a user’s login name and
password. Since the two input variables are clearly related, only one database lookup would be
necessary instead of two.

5 Reduction in Practice

This section presents data from studies of two web applications to illustrate the savings gained
by modeling with compressed FSMs. For both case studies the analysis was done by hand and
performed by traversing every link and exercising every form in the web application until a node is
reached that either was already visited or is external to the current web application. For each web
page, its HTML form elements were extracted to define the inputs to the application. Two special
cases were considered as each logical web page was visited. First, if the same element appears
in multiple web pages – for example a navigation menu – it is considered to be “recurring” and
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counted separately. Second, if a web page contains more than one form, each form was treated as
its own logical web page.

5.1 Measurements and Computations

This empirical study measured several aspects of the web applications’ FSMWeb model. Table 4
lists the measures that were calculated, and a discussion of how they were computed follows. Table
4 groups the measures as being related to the logical web pages, the transitions, and the form
contents.

Table 4: Measures Calculated for each Case Study.
LWP Related Transition Related Form Content Related

Number of Logical Web Pages
(NLWP )
• Number of Recurring LWPs
• Number of Non-Recurring

LWPs

Number of Transitions
• Number of Links (NL)
• Number of Forms (NF )
• Number of Transitions to

Recurring LWPs (NTRLWP )

Number of Inputs
• Number of Each Input Type
• Min/Max/Median Inputs

per Form
• Min/Max/Median Options

per Aggregate Input Type

The number of non-recurring LWPs is the number of unique logical web pages that only appear
once in the web application. Some LWPs occur repeatedly throughout an application, such as
navigation menus to key pages, subsystems or components. The number of recurring LWPs is the
number of unique recurring elements in the web application. The number of LWPs (NLWP) is the
sum of the number of non-recurring LWPs and recurring LWPs.

The number of links (NL) and the number of forms (NF) measure how many links and forms
the web application has. The number of transitions to recurring LWPs (NTRLWP) is measured
as the total number of repetitions of logical web pages that are found in the web application.
For example, a single navigation menu that is present on ten different logical web pages reflects a
single recurring logical LWP and adds ten to the web applications’ NTRLWP value. Transitions
to recurring LWPs are an artifact of the FSMWeb modeling method and are referred to as “null”
transitions, or transitions without any input constraint annotation. Null transitions result from
the decomposition of a single physical web page into multiple LWPs. They make sure that the
model faithfully represents the actual web application. The number of transitions is the sum of the
number of transitions to recurring LWPs, the number of links, and the number of forms.

The Min/Max/Median inputs per form is the minimum, maximum and median number of
inputs per HTML Form element. The number of each input type is the number of each type of
HTML input element categorized by the input type abbreviations in column 2 of Table 4.3. The
number of inputs is the sum of the occurrences of each input type. Min/Max/Median options per
aggregate input type is the minimum, maximum and median number of options to choose from per
aggregate input type, ignoring cardinality (for example, radio boxes (r) implies the combined value
of both radio boxes (r) and optional radio boxes (or)), categorized by the input type abbreviations
of column 2 for the input types in rows 3 and 4 of Table 4.3.

We analyzed the potential savings gained by using FSMWeb in the following steps:
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1. Determine the number of states, ntraditional, and transitions, ttraditional, that would be required
to model the application under study as a traditional FSM.

(a) Determine the number of additional states, nf , and transitions, tf , that are necessary
to model all forms in the application.

(b) ntraditional = NLWP + nf .

(c) ttraditional = NTRLWP + NL + tf .

(d) Add 1 to ntraditional and ntraditional to ttraditional to account for the error state and
additional transitions necessary for the application’s model to be a complete automaton.

2. Determine the savings gained from incomplete automata specification.

(a) nincomplete = ntraditional − 1.

(b) tincomplete = ttraditional − ntraditional.

(c) % Savings in States = (1− nincomplete

ntraditional
)× 100.

(d) % Savings in Transitions = (1− tincomplete

ttraditional
)× 100.

3. Determine the total savings gained by using FSMWeb to model the application, by considering
the additional savings gained from compressing transitions.

(a) nFSMWeb = nincomplete − nf .

(b) tFSMWeb = tincomplete − tf + NF .

(c) % Savings in States = (1− nFSMWeb
ntraditional

)× 100.

(d) % Savings in Transitions = (1− tFSMWeb
ttraditional

)× 100.

4. Determine savings gained from clustering.

(a) Decompose the states and transitions of the web application into k clusters specified by
the major subsystems available in the application plus one root cluster to represent the
AFSM of the web application.
For the AFSM of the decomposed web application:

i. nAFSM = the number of nodes in the root cluster+k.
ii. mAFSM = min (the maximum out degree of root cluster, nAFSM − 1).
iii. tcluster = min (the number of transitions in the root cluster,mAFSM × nAFSM ).

For clusters each ci, where i = 1, 2, · · · , k:

i. nci = the number of nodes in the subsystem.
ii. mci = min (the maximum out degree of the subsystem, nci − 1).
iii. tcluster = min (the number of transitions in the subsystem,mci × nci).

(b) Use our custom built Random FSM Structure Generator (RFSG) application to gen-
erate a structure for an FSMWeb model containing each of the clusters and an AFSM
connecting the clusters together.
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(c) Use our custom built Path Generator (PG) application to generate paths through each
of the clusters and the AFSM.

(d) Determine the number of aggregate paths, M , that would be generated if the each choice
criterion was used as the aggregation strategy for the AFSM and the clusters.

(e) M = max(M1,M2, · · · ,Mn), where M1, M2, · · · ,Mn are the number of paths through
each FSM cluster of the model.

(f) Use the RFSG to generate the structure of an FSM with nFSMWeb states and tFSMWeb

transitions.

(g) Use the PG to generate paths through the single FSM model and determine the number
paths generated though the FSM, Msingle.

(h) % Savings in Paths = (1− M
Msingle

)× 100.

The algorithm used to calculate the number of additional states and transitions needed to model
each form of a web application as a traditional FSM is given in Figure 11. The values of nf and tf
are the sums of nadditional and tadditional for each form in the web application.

Figure 11: The Calculate-Additional() Algorithm
Calculate-Additional (v1, v2, · · · , vk)
1: p← the products of all permutations of v1, v2, · · · , vk of lengths 0 to k − 1
2: for i← 1 to ‖p‖ do
3: n← p[i]× Sum (all vj ’s not represented in the product p[i])
4: end for
5: nadditional ← n
6: tadditional ← n + (k!×Πk

i=1vi)

The algorithm accepts k integer values, v1, v2, · · · , vk, which represent the possible choices each
input, i1, i2, · · · , in, provides within the form being considered in the web application under test.
Table 5 shows the number of choices each type of input form element has. The primary restriction
of the algorithm is that it can only properly calculate nf and nt for forms with an FSMWeb order
constraint of S (A (i1, i2, · · ·, in), action).

The potential reduction in the maximum outdegree, mcluster, and number of transitions, tcluster,
in each decomposed cluster of step 4a is due to the fact that many of the transitions from states in
each cluster are transitions to states that are now outside of its cluster. The excluded transitions are
now a property of the interaction between the different clusters of the model and will be captured
in the path aggregation phase of the FSMWeb method.

5.2 Subjects and Testing

We have implemented two programs to support this research. The Random FSM Structure Gener-
ator (RFSG) is a Java application that randomly generates an FSMWeb cluster given a number of
states, number of transitions and a maximum desired out-degree of any LWP in the cluster. The
generated FSMWeb cluster is guaranteed to have a single start state and a single exit state, as
required by FSMWeb [3]. The Path Generator is a Java application that generates paths through
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Table 5: The Number of Choices Provided for each Input Types.
Input Type Number of Provided Choices

Text Field 1
Text Area Field
Required Checkbox

Optional Text Field 2
Optional Text Area Field
Checkbox

Radio Box n
Drop Down Box (n + 1 if optional)
Single-Select Box
Optional Radio Box
Optional Single-Select Box
(with n options)

Set of Checkboxes ch1 = 2, ch2 = 2, · · · , chn = 2
Multi-Select Box
(with n options
requiring 0 to n selections)

an FSM by generating a round-trip path tree [4]. One caveat of determining paths by generating a
round-trip path tree is that the paths in the tree do not always terminate at the FSM’s exit state,
so the path generator application augments the algorithm with a reverse Dijkstra’s algorithm [8] to
find the shortest path from the path’s terminating state to the FSM’s exit state; this is concatenated
to the end of the path.

Using round-trip tree generation to generate paths through the FSMs of each cluster, then
aggregating the paths to form test cases through the entire web application, does not necessarily
produce round-trip path coverage of the application, unlike generating paths through a single FSM
model of the web application. However, generating round-trip path coverage of the entire web
application will probably result in the overtesting of transitions between relatively independent
subsystems. Many web applications aggregate many very loosely coupled systems that are logically
related, but not necessarily related in terms of implementation or even input data. Therefore
round-trip path coverage within each cluster, plus the interaction testing coverage gained between
the clusters in each aggregate path, can be expected to provide enough test coverage.

5.3 Case Study 1: Washington State University’s IT Student Computing Ser-
vices

The IT Student Computing Services (SCS) of Washington State University (WSU) website1 runs
the general access computer labs on campus. It also provides resources and support to students
who bring personal computers to campus, all accessed through an enterprise web application. The
primary services include a list of services rendered, a form for students to sign up for training

1http://www.scs.wsu.edu
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courses, instructions for connecting personal computers to the WSU campus network, hours of
operation for computer labs and administrative offices, and links to campus computing resources
and employment opportunities within SCS. The data collected from this web application are shown
in Table 6.

Table 6: Measures Calculated for Case Study 1.
Measure Type Value(s)

Number of Logical Web Pages (NLWP ) 65

Number of Non-Recurring LWPs 57

Number of Recurring LWPs 8

Number of Transitions 377

Number of Transitions
to Recurring LWPs (NTRLWP )

207

Number of Links (NL) 169

Number of Forms (NF ) 1

Number of Inputs 6

Min/Max/Median Inputs per Form 6/6/6

Number of Each Type
of Input Element

text field (tf)
drop down box (dd)

4
2

Min/Max/Median Options per
Aggregate Type of Input Element

drop down box (dd) 5/30/17.5

Table 7 shows the number of additional states, nf , and additional transitions, tf , that are
necessary to model all forms in the application if the FSMWeb compression techniques are not
used. The only HTML form found in this case study is shown in Figure 12; the rest of the site
is comprised of static HTML pages and links. The first column of Table 12 shows the FSMWeb
constraints, using the input type abbreviations from Table 4.3, of the site’s HTML form. The
second and third columns show the values of nf and tf . Accounting for the error state and the
additional transitions necessary for the application’s model to be a complete automaton makes
nf = NLWP + nf + 1 = 65 + 214, 699 + 1 = 214, 765 and tf = NTRLWP + NL + tf + nf =
207 + 169 + 322, 699 + 214, 765 = 537, 840.

Table 7: nf and tf for Case Study 1.
Additional Additional

Input Constraint of Form States Transitions

R (tf1, tf2, tf3, tf4, C1 (dd1 w/ 5 opts), C1 (dd2 w/ 30 opts), submit)
S (A (tf1, tf2, tf3, tf4, dd1, dd2), submit)

214,699 322,699

nf = 214, 699 tf = 322, 699

Next, the savings gained from not needing a complete traditional FSM is determined. First,
nincomplete and tincomplete are calculated as nincomplete = ntraditional − 1 = 214, 765 − 1 = 214, 764
and tincomplete = ttraditional−ntraditional = 537, 840− 214, 765 = 323, 075. These values do not save
in the number of states. However, there is a 40% reduction in the number of transitions required
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Figure 12: SCS Training Sign-Up Form.

to model the application as an incompletely specified traditional FSM.
Now, the total savings gained by using FSMWeb to model the application can be determined,

by considering the additional savings gained from compressing transitions. First, nFSMWeb and
tFSMWeb are calculated as nFSMWeb = nincomplete − nf = 214, 764 − 214, 699 = 65 and tFSMWeb

= tincomplete − tf + NF = 323, 075 − 322, 699 + 1 = 377. These values lead to a 99.97% overall
reduction in the number of states, and a 99.93% overall reduction in the number of transitions!

The last part of the analysis determines the savings of using FSMWeb’s clustering technique by
comparing the paths generated through a single level FSMWeb model against a hierarchical set of
FSMs as defined earlier. For the hierarchical set of FSMs, we decompose the web application into
clusters along the major subsystems of the web application as shown in Table 8.

Table 8: Decomposition into Clusters for Case Study 1.
Subsystem States Transitions Out-degree

AFSM 11 30 10
About SCS 34 155 32
Network Support 5 20 4
Training 11 107 10
Instructions 8 56 7
Contact SCS 2 2 1

Because manual analysis was impractical, we approximated the structure of the web site without
RFSG and generated paths through the approximated structure. The number of paths generated
for each cluster individually is shown in Table 9.
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Table 9: Number of Paths Generated per Cluster for Case Study 1.
Subsystem Number of Paths

AFSM 21
About SCS 122
Network Support 16
Training 97
Instructions 49
Contact SCS 1

Using the each choice criterion as the aggregation strategy results in M = 122 aggregate FSM
test sequences where M = max (M1,M2, · · · ,Mn) = max (21, 122, 16, 97, 49, 1) = 122. With the
Path Generator having generated Msingle = 314 paths through the single FSM model, this leads to
a 61% savings in the number of paths needed to achieve coverage of the web application.

5.4 Case Study 2: WSU’s eInfoCenter for Current Students

WSU’s eInfoCenter for current students2 represents a typical university’s central access point for all
online resources available to the general student population. This large enterprise web application
provides access to view and/or change undergraduate student academic planning materials, aca-
demic records, university account records, student contact information, financial aid records and
library records. The application also allows students to register for classes and check registration
information (for example, times and current holds). This large enterprise application has capabil-
ities that are similar to many commercial web applications, such as browsing, purchasing, billing,
project and data management, internal and external applications, etc. Data about the size of this
web application is shown in Table 10.

First, the number of states (ntraditional) and transitions (ttraditional) required to model the appli-
cation under study as a traditional FSM must be determined. The number of additional states, nf ,
and transitions, tf , that would be necessary to model the single form in the application is shown in
Table 11. Accounting for the error state and additional transitions necessary for the application’s
model to be a complete automaton results in ntraditional = NLWP +nf +1 = 98+2.60×1033 +1 =
2.60×1033 and ttraditional = NTRLWP +NL+tf +ntraditional = 275+224+4.10×1033+2.60×1033

= 6.70×1033. This FSM definitely has too many states to be used for testing; only the compressed
version is useful!

Table 11: nf and tf for Case Study 2.

Additional Additional
Form Structure States Transitions

R (tf1, tf2, submit) 4 6
S (A (tf1, tf2), submit)

Continued on next page ...

2http://www.it.wsu.edu/AIS/SIC/cgi-bin/info ctr.cgi?site=SIC
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Table 11 – continued from previous page
Additional Additional

Input Constraint of Form States Transitions

R (C1 (dd1 w/ 5 opts), C1 (dd2, w/ 116 opts), O (Cn
(sch1 w/ 6 opts)), C1 (r1 w/ 3 opts), C1 (r2 w/ 2
opts), C1 (dd3 w/ 10 opts), O (tf1, tf2, tf3, tf4, tf5,
tf6), C1 (r3 w/ 2), O (Cn (sch2 w/ 2 opts)), C1 (dd4
w/ 17), O (tf7, tf8, tf9), submit)

2.60× 1033 4.10× 1033

S (A (dd1, dd2, sch1, r1, r2, dd3, tf1, tf2, tf3, tf4, tf5,
tf6, r3, sch2, dd4, tf7, tf8, tf9), submit)

R (dd1 w/ 104 opts, submit) 104 208
S (dd1, submit)

R (r1 w/ 3 opts, dd1 w/ 50 opts, submit) 353 653
S (r1, dd1, submit)

R (O (ch1), dd1 w/ 2 opts, submit) 4 6
S (A (ch1, dd1), submit)

R (O (ch1), dd1 w/ 10 opts, submit) 52 92
S (A (ch1, dd1), submit)

R (tf1, td2, tf3, tf4, tf5, tf6, submit) 1,956 2,676
S (A (tf1, td2, tf3, tf4, tf5, tf6), submit)

R (r1 w/ 8 opts, submit) 8 16
S (r1 w/ 8 opts, submit)

R (r1 w/ 3 opts, submit) 3 6
S (r1 w/ 3 opts, submit)

R (r1 w/ 3 opts, submit) 3 6
S (r1 w/ 3 opts, submit)

R (r1 w/ 3 opts, submit) 3 6
S (r1 w/ 3 opts, submit)

R (tf1, tf2, tf3, tf4, tf5, tf6, tf7, tf8, submit) 109,600 149,920
S (A (tf1, tf2, tf3, tf4, tf5, tf6, tf7, tf8), submit)

R (tf1, tf2, tf3, tf4, tf5, tf6, tf7, tf8, submit) 109,600 149,920
S (A (tf1, tf2, tf3, tf4, tf5, tf6, tf7, tf8), submit)

R (tf1, tf2, tf3, tf4, tf5, tf6, tf7, tf8, submit) 109,600 149,920
S (A (tf1, tf2, tf3, tf4, tf5, tf6, tf7, tf8), submit)

R (tf1, tf2, tf3, tf4, tf5, tf6, tf7, tf8, submit) 109,600 149,920
S (A (tf1, tf2, tf3, tf4, tf5, tf6, tf7, tf8), submit)

R (tf1, tf2, tf3, tf4, tf5, tf6, tf7, tf8, submit) 109,600 149,920
S (A (tf1, tf2, tf3, tf4, tf5, tf6, tf7, tf8), submit)

R (tf1, tf2, tf3, tf4, tf5, tf6, tf7, tf8, submit) 109,600 149,920
S (A (tf1, tf2, tf3, tf4, tf5, tf6, tf7, tf8), submit)

Continued on next page ...
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Table 11 – continued from previous page
Additional Additional

Input Constraint of Form States Transitions

R (tf1, tf2, tf3, tf4, tf5, tf6, tf7, tf8, tf9, submit) 986,409 1,349,289
S (A (tf1, tf2, tf3, tf4, tf5, tf6, tf7, tf8, tf9), submit)

R (O (Cn (sch1 w/ 3 opts)), submit) 78 126
S (sch1, submit)

R (tf1, submit) 1 2
S (tf1, submit)

R (r1 w/ 2 opts, submit) 2 4
S (r1, submit)

R (tf1, submit) 1 2
S (tf1, submit)

R (tf1, r1 w/ 3 opts, submit) 10 16
S (A (tf1, r1), submit)

R (tf1, tf2, tf3, submit) 15 21
S (A (tf1, tf2, tf3), submit)

R (dd1 w/ 3 opts, submit) 3 6
S (dd1, submit)

R (dd1 w/ 5 opts, submit) 5 10
S (dd1, submit)

R (dd1 w/ 5 opts, submit) 5 10
S (dd1, submit)

R (dd1 w/ 5 opts, submit) 5 10
S (dd1, submit)

R (tf1, tf2, tf3, tf4, O (Cn (sch1 w/ 4 opts)), submit) 1,359,640 2,004,760
S (A (tf1, tf2, tf3, tf4, sch1), submit)

R (tf1, submit) 1 2
S (tf1, submit)

R (tf1, tf2, tf3, tf4, tf5, tf6, tf7, submit) 13,699 18,739
S (A (tf1, tf2, tf3, tf4, tf5, tf6, tf7), submit)

R (tf1, tf2, submit) 4 6
S (A (tf1, tf2), submit)

R (taf1, taf2, submit) 4 6
S (A (taf1, tad2), submit)

R (tf1, tf2, tf3, tf4, tf5, submit) 325 445
S (A (tf1, tf2, tf3, tf4, tf5), submit)

R (tf1, submit) 1 2
S (tf1, submit)

R (tf1, tf2, tf3, tf4, submit) 64 88

Continued on next page ...
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Table 11 – continued from previous page
Additional Additional

Input Constraint of Form States Transitions

S (A (tf1, tf2, tf3, tf4), submit)

R (r1 w/ 2 opts, submit) 2 4
S (r1, submit)

nf = 2.60× 1033 tf = 4.10× 1033

Table 11: nf and tf for Case Study 2.

Next, the savings gained from not needing a complete traditional FSM is determined. First,
nincomplete and tincomplete are calculated as nincomplete = ntraditional−1 = 2.60×1033−1 = 2.60×1033

and tincomplete = ttraditional − ntraditional = 6.70 × 1033 − 2.60 × 1033 = 4.10 × 1033. These values
lead to no real savings in the number of states. However, there is a substantial 36.6% reduction in
the number of transitions required to model the application as an incomplete traditional FSM.

Now, the total savings gained by using FSMWeb to model the application can be determined
by considering the additional savings gained from compressing transitions. First, nFSMWeb and
tFSMWeb are calculated as nFSMWeb = nincomplete−nf = 2.60×1033−2.60×1033 = 88 and tFSMWeb

= tincomplete − tf + NF = 4.10 × 1033 − 4.10 × 1033 + 37 = 530. These values lead to a massive
reduction in both the number of states and transitions required to model the application as an
FSMWeb model as opposed to a traditional FSM.

The last part of the analysis determines the savings of using FSMWeb’s hierarchical FSM
approach by comparing the paths generated through a single level FSMWeb model against the
paths generated through a hierarchical FSMWeb model. For the hierarchical FSM model, we
decompose the web application into clusters along the major subsystems of the web application.
Table 12 shows the lower level as well as the aggregate FSM (AFSM) and their sizes in terms of
states and transitions.

With the decomposition complete, our Random FSM Structure Generator is used to generate
a structure for each cluster and the Path Generator is used to generate paths through each cluster.
Table 13 shows the number of paths generated for each cluster.

Using the each choice criterion as the aggregation strategy results in M = 78 aggregate FSM test
sequences where M = max (M1,M2, · · · ,Mn) = max (44, 43, 25, 43, 78, 52, 4, 1, 51, 1, 1, 9, 1, 3, 1) =
78. With the Path Generator having generated Msingle = 435 paths through the single FSM model,
this leads to a 82.8% savings in the number of paths needed to achieve reasonable coverage. Most
importantly, FSMWeb allowed us to move from a model that was completely impractical to test to
a model that is eminently practical.

5.5 Summary of Case Studies

Both case studies show substantial savings by using the FSMWeb modeling technique over tradi-
tional FSMs for the modeling of web applications. Using traditional FSM modeling methods to
model a web application with only one complex form becomes simply too large to be practical,
as can be seen in case study 2. This makes a modeling method such as FSMWeb very important
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Table 10: Measures Calculated for Case Study 2.
Measure Type Value

Number of Logical Web Pages (NLWP ) 88

Number of Non-Recurring LWPs 70

Number of Recurring LWPs 18

Number of Transitions 530

Number of Transitions to Recurring LWPs (NTRLWP ) 275

Number of Links (NL) 218

Number of Forms (NF ) 37

Number of Inputs 133

Min/Max/Median Inputs per Form 1/18/2

Number of Each Input Type text field (tf) 93
text area field (taf) 2

optional text field (otf) 9
checkbox (ch) 2
radio box (r) 11

drop down box (dd) 12
set of checkboxes (sch) 4

Min/Max/Median Options per radio box (r) 2/8/3
Aggregate Input Type drop down box (dd) 2/116/7.5

set of checkboxes (sch) 2/6/3.5

Table 12: Decomposition into Clusters for Case Study 2.
Subsystem States Transitions Out-degree

AFSM 20 63 18
Academic Planning 8 50 7
Academic Records 7 31 5
Account Info 9 46 8
Address & E-mail 18 95 7
Financial Aid 11 62 10
Housing & Dining 3 6 2
Libraries 2 2 1
Network Access 15 74 7
Optional Purchases 2 2 1
Payments 2 2 1
Registration 4 12 3
Scholarships 2 2 1
Student Elections 2 2 1
Student Payroll 2 2 1

because it retains the advantages of FSMs for test generation, while at the same time avoiding
state space explosion for realistic systems. Since we are still dealing with a type of finite state
machines, FSMWeb may still have problems with size when used to test extremely large web appli-
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Table 13: Number of Paths Generated per Cluster for Case Study 2.
Subsystem Number of Paths

AFSM 44
Academic Planning 43
Academic Records 25
Account Info 43
Address & E-mail 78
Financial Aid 52
Housing & Dining 4
Libraries 1
Network Access 51
Optional Purchases 1
Payments 1
Registration 9
Scholarships 1
Student Elections 3
Student Payroll 1

cations. However, the two case studies have shown that FSMWeb easily succeeds where traditional
approaches have long exhausted practicality.

6 Conclusions

This paper presents and analyzes a technique to control the state space explosion problem that
occurs when using finite state machines to generate tests for web applications, and presents data
that show that the technique yields significant savings. The large number of input fields in web
applications, the large number of choices for many of the input fields, and the fact that values can
usually be entered in any order, combine to create a major state space explosion problem in such
FSMs. To deal with this problem, FSMWeb [3] “compresses” the finite state machine by annotating
transitions with constraints that represent input requirements and uses hierarchical FSMs.

Although FSMWeb’s original purpose is to help test web applications, FSMWeb models have
many other potential uses. In particular, future research will look at creating FSMWeb models in
the design phase of a web application and using the model as a basis for the application’s imple-
mentation, instead of building the FSMWeb model from the already implemented web application.
This could allow portions of the web application to be automatically generated from the FSMWeb
model.

The analysis in section 4 quantified the savings by type of input. The case studies in section
5 show that sizable web sites can be modeled that defy modeling with traditional FSMs. Hence
we could show that this technique scales beyond what is feasible with traditional FSMs. However,
like most modeling techniques, it, too has its limits, although they far exceed what is possible with
traditional FSMs. Our recommendation for extremely large web sites is to decompose them based
on their structure and test them by sub sites. The main objective of this paper was to investigate
scalability/efficiency of the compressed FSM approach, not its effectiveness as a testing technique
per se. Indeed, the effectiveness of using a compressed FSM versus a traditional FSM depends on
the testing criteria used. The compressed FSM model can be used with a variety of testing criteria
just as a traditional FSM. Specifically, testing effectiveness depends on
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1. How inputs are chosen along the path (e. g. partition testing)

2. How paths are generated (e. g. transition coverage)

3. How paths are aggregated (e. g. each choice criterion, base choice criterion).

The compressed FSM approach can be used with a variety of criteria related to input selection,
path generation, and path aggregation. Finally, this paper does not address specifics of input
selection, because it applies equally to compressed and traditional FSMs. Thus, we have only
addressed one way of dealing with invalid inputs: if an invalid input causes a transition to an error
state, transition coverage during path generation will force a path that tests invalid input. In future
work, we plan to investigate error recovery testing in more detail, similar to [2].

Based on the scalability analysis in this paper and the test effectiveness drivers explained above,
FSMWeb can improve testing of web applications by:

1. Enabling testing of larger web application since it scales better.

2. Allowing use of a variety of test criteria. This enables generation of tests with the test
effectiveness of the criteria used (not all of them have been evaluated with existing FSM
approaches in the literature, so there is also a fruitful avenue for future research).

Planned future work goes into two different directions. The first is to use our test bed to simulate
the FSMWeb method in experiments involving large ranges of FSMWeb model properties in order
to more deeply analyze the benefits and limitations of the FSMWeb method. The second direction
is to extend the capabilities of FSMWeb, such as being able to handle dynamically generated links
and pages.
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